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1

Introduction
The Town of LaSalle, along with the County and neighbouring municipalities have, over the years,
have explored ways to provide more transportation choices for residents and workers. Providing
transit is one of the ways to help fulfill the Town’s directions to accommodate population growth,
support the needs of a growing aging population, and create more intensified urban communities.
Responding to these Town directions, LaSalle has embarked on this important opportunity to
study the feasibility of a new transit service for Town residents and workers. The study was
completed in two phases.
Phase 1 included a comprehensive feasibility assessment, which analyzed current travel needs,
identified potential transit solutions to accommodate those needs, and measured community
interest in investing in a new transit service. Key findings and conclusions were included in the
Phase 1 report presented to Town council in March 2016.
Building on the previous work completed, Phase 2 includes the development of a business plan for
a Town transit service. The business plan includes:






developing and evaluating service concepts
completing a detailed service design for the recommended concept
identifying fare structure and policies
developing implementation strategies (e.g. marketing strategies , organizational plan)
developing a financial plan
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2

Service concepts development and
evaluation
Phase 1 of the study identified and evaluated a number of options for providing transit service in
the Town. It concluded that independent fixed-route service serving LaSalle would be the best
option, rather than extending existing Transit Windsor services or providing demand-responsive
services.
This chapter describes the process of identifying the exact route to be used. It covers the
underlying principles behind any suitable service, the evaluation process, service concept options,
and the results of evaluating the route options.

2.1

Service design principles
Three key design principles were identified to direct the development of service concepts. These
service design principles set the parameters for the service in the short term. The three principles
are:




General service area – Where should service be provided?
Priority connections – What connections should be prioritized? (For example, within LaSalle
vs. between LaSalle and Windsor?
Level of service and resources – How much service can be provided?

2.1.1

General service area

Service will be provided in the general contiguous urban area of the Town, as shown in Figure 2.1.
Service may be provided outside of this area to provide better connections for passengers. For
example, the most direct route for residents in the Heritage Drive neighbourhood to connect to
southern destinations of the service area (such as the Vollmer Centre) is along Laurier Parkway
and Bouffard Road.
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Figure 2.1: LaSalle contiguous urban area

2.1.2

Priority connections

There are two potential objectives for transit connections for the LaSalle service:



Service connections within LaSalle
Serving connections between LaSalle and major destinations in Windsor

These objectives are not mutually exclusive, as there are opportunities to provide services that
fulfil both. However, prioritizing these two objectives helps to guide the details of service design,
while managing scarce resources.
The results from the representative telephone survey show similar preferences for using a local
transit service within LaSalle only or to connect to/from Windsor. For both options, 4 percent and
6 percent of respondents said they would “definitely” and “probably” use such a service,
respectively.
Travel pattern data from the Essex-Windsor Region Transportation Master Plan (EWRTMP)
showed the number of trips between LaSalle and key areas of Windsor was larger than the
number of trips within LaSalle. Further, the major trip attractors for the target travel markets of
the initial service (such as health care facilities, University of Windsor, St Clair College, regional
shopping) are oriented towards Windsor.
Finally, from our experience in other jurisdictions, the opportunities for greater mode share
change are those trips that connect to an already established ridership base (i.e. linking LaSalle
into the established ridership base in Windsor).
For these reason, the priority will be given to enabling connections to major destinations in
Windsor.
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2.1.3

Level of service and available resources

Drawing from the received feedback from the representative survey, stakeholder meetings, and
the Public Information Centre in Phase 1, the proposed service should strike a balance between
providing a service that meets the needs of the community and minimizing the impacts on
financial resources. To capture that right balance, service concepts were developed with
consideration of the financial resources available within the Town. A total of $200,000 has been
allocated from the Town’s current resources annually for potential ongoing transit operations.
Consequently, the identified service concepts were developed generally within the range of
available financial resources, while meeting community transportation objectives particularly in
the short term.
The net municipal contribution is calculated from the assumed formula in Figure 2.2.
Figure 2.2: Assumed net municipal contribution formula

Net municipal
contribution

2.2

Annual
operating
cost

Annual fare
revenue

Annual gas
tax
contribution

Service concepts
Three service concepts were assessed further based on the criteria set out in the previous section.
To equitably compare the different concepts, the evaluation focused on the route concept within
LaSalle only. All three options serve local destinations including Malden Town Centre, Front Rd,
and Vollmer Centre. Given that St Clair College is a key destination and an important Transit
Windsor interchange location, the hub is a logical place for a proposed LaSalle transit service to
connect to.
Based on past consultation and travel pattern assessments, a logical extension of service would be
to extend service to other major destinations farther into the Windsor, such as Devonshire Mall,
which is not only a popular destination, but where a number of other Transit Windsor routes
converge. To possibly accommodate this opportunity, one criterion will consider whether the local
routing within LaSalle has the flexibility to the major shopping centre. Figure 2.2 summarizes the
assumed service frequencies and span of service of the three service concepts. The following
subsections describe the route alignment of the service concepts in detail.
Table 2.1: Service concepts

Option 1
Town loop concept

Assumed service
frequency (mins)
Assumed service span

Every 45 minutes
(1-way, counterclockwise only)

Option 2
Point-to-point–
Increased coverage

Option 3
Point-to-point–
Direct service

Every 45 minutes
(2-way)

Every 45 minutes
(2-way)

Monday to Friday 7 am to 7pm
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2.2.1

Option 1
Option 1 is a large one-way loop, running counter-clockwise. This arrangement maximizes
coverage, but will increase journey time for trips that would go the ‘wrong’ way round the loop.
Travel times are also generally asymmetric, so a short outbound trip means a long return trip (and
vice versa).
Figure 2.3: Map of Option 1 (Town loop concept)

2.2.2

Option 2
Option 2 includes a one-way loop serving western LaSalle, with a 2-way route serving the
remaining areas (including Malden Town Centre). Customers would be able to transfer between
westbound and eastbound services at Malden Town Centre, allowing passengers to travel from
the southwest to northwest without going via St Clair College.
Figure 2.4: Map of Option 2 (Point-to-point– Increased coverage)
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2.2.3

Option 3
Option 3 provides two-way service, apart from a small loop in western LaSalle. This provides direct
service at the expense of coverage of the Morton Dr. area.
Figure 2.5: Map of Option 3 (Point-to-point– Direct service)

2.3

Evaluation measures

Along with the applying guiding principles described, a technical assessment of the route concepts
was completed with the project working team. It quantified the impacts of the concepts, based on
balancing priorities of promoting ridership, meeting community needs, while providing a costeffective service. All concepts have been assessed and satisfy these key principles. The evaluation
measures are summarized in Table 2.2
Table 2.2: Evaluation measures

Evaluation criteria
Providing a cost-effective
service
Providing a direct service





Promoting a growing ridership
base
Allowing flexibility to connect
to other hubs in Windsor





Measure
Minimize annual operating service hours, assuming a
consistent level of service
Minimize travel time* from key residential areas to St
Clair College (weighted higher as identified in key service
design principles)
Minimize travel time* from key residential areas to local
destinations—Malden Town Centre and Vollmer Centre
(weighted lower)
Maximize number of households served
Maximize ridership levels
Ability to be flexible in extending service to Devonshire
Mall

* Measured by in-vehicle travel times from each of the origin areas shown in Figure 2.7 and the various destination
points, plus a headway allowance.
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Figure 2.6 illustrates how travel times were assessed for the evaluation framework. Travel times
were computed for the three proposed options originating from each of the five residential areas
(illustrated by the pink shaded circles) to each of the three major destinations (St Clair College,
Malden Town Centre, and Vollmer Centre). These are shown in Figure 2.7. Walking time to the
station is typically included as part of the total travel calculations, but excluded from this
assessment. This is because another equivalent criterion (maximizing the number of households
served within 400 metres of a transit route) has already been incorporated into the evaluation.
Figure 2.6: Assumptions for computing total travel time

Total Travel time

Waiting time
Computed as the square root
of the service frequency

In-vehicle travel
time
Computed based on the route
alignment with an assumed
speed

Figure 2.7: Origin areas and key destinations for travel time assessment

The average travel time of the five origin areas (pink shaded circles) to each of the destination
locations was computed to assess the differences in travel time of the three options.
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2.4

Evaluation results

The evaluation results (and associated inputs) are shown in Table 2.3, with the following symbols:
❶ (Gold) – Best performance
❷ (Silver) – Moderate performance
❸ (Bronze) – Worst performance
Table 2.3: Evaluation results
Option 1
Town loop

Option 2
Point-to-point / coverage

Option 3
Point-to-point / direct

Providing a direct service
How quickly can
passengers travel between
major locations?

❸
Operates in one direction,
leading to longer travel
times

❷
Eastern portion has direct
ride; western portion has
longer loop

❶
Direct ride minimizes
travel times

Providing a cost-effective
service

❶
TIED
2 buses are required to
run a 45-minute service

❶
TIED
2 buses are required to
run a 45-minute service

❶
TIED
2 buses are required to
run a 45-minute service

Evaluation measure

How many buses are
required to provide the
service?
Allowing flexibility to
connect to other hubs in
Windsor
Is there potential to extend
services to Devonshire Mall
without needing an
additional bus?

❶

❷
TIED

❷
TIED

Potential to extend
service to Devonshire Mall
without an extra bus

Requires one additional
bus to extend to
Devonshire Mall

Requires one additional
bus to extend to
Devonshire Mall

Promoting a growing
ridership base
How many LaSalle
households are within
400m of the transit route?

❷

❶

❸

Serves approximately
6,900 households

Serves approximately
7,000 households

Serves approximately
4,800 households

❸
48,000 riders

❶
58,000 riders

❷
55,000 riders

Promoting a growing
ridership base
How many riders are
forecasted?

Comparing the results for each of the evaluation categories reveals the following:






Providing a cost-effective service: All three options require two buses to operate, and hence
have the same annual operating cost.
Promoting a growing ridership base: Options 1 and 2 serve a very similar number of
households, and both serve substantially more than Option 3. Increasing coverage by serving
more households tends to increase ridership.
Providing a direct service: Option 3 performs the best, and Option 1 performs the worst. A
more direct service results in shorter travel times, which tends to increase ridership
Allowing flexibility to connect to other hubs in Windsor: Option 1 does not require an
additional bus to serve Devonshire Mall however, there is no scheduled ‘buffer’ time to
recover should a trip be delayed; Options 2 and 3 require an additional vehicle. Connecting to
Devonshire Mall (and hence to more Transit Windsor routes) will make it easier to access
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destinations in Windsor, and increase ridership. The fewer vehicles required to do this, the
more likely it is to be implemented.

2.5

Conclusions
Based on the evaluation results in Table 2.3 reveal the following:





Option 1 – Provides good coverage and allows for some flexibility to extend services to
Devonshire Mall without an additional bus, but passengers must travel along a long and
indirect route
Option 2 – Provides good coverage with moderate travel times while in the vehicle, but has
no flexibility to extend services to Devonshire Mall without additional buses
Option 3 – Provides the most direct and fast travel times, but has relatively poor coverage
and no flexibility to extend services to Devonshire Mall without additional buses

Option 2 is the only option that performs either best of second-best in all categories.
Consequently, Option 2 is the recommended service concept.
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3

Public engagement

3.1

Introduction
Previous consultation activities were undertaken in Phase 1, including conducting a representative
telephone survey, individual stakeholder group meetings, and a Public Information Centre (PIC)
session. The findings from the first phase of the consultation process were informative in
recognizing that there is:




strong support for investing in a transit system in the town
need to support travel needs of the community (e.g. accommodating mobility for seniors and
youth)
need to provide transit solutions that are cost-effective and managed within the Town’s
scarce resources

To seek further input into the study, the study team hosted a PIC in the Council Chambers at the
LaSalle Civic Centre on November 18, 2015 from 4pm to 8pm. The PIC provided the opportunity to
seek input on the proposed service concepts and its evaluation, as well as preliminary fare
policies. The feedback was then considered and assessed based on how it meets the established
objectives of the service. That assessment then informed the development of a detailed service
design (as described in Section 4).
The study team issued notices of the public meeting on the study website and sent direct
invitations to participants in Phase 1 of the consultation. Study team members engaged with more
than 20 community members covering a variety of age groups and representative agencies during
the course of public drop-in session. The presentation boards from the PICs were also posted on
the study website, and interested members of the public provided feedback to the study team via
email.

3.2

Key themes
Based on the feedback received from the public, the following summarizes the key themes that
emerged from the service concepts and evaluation, as well as proposed fare policies.
Balancing service coverage needs with shorter travel times
The new transit service should aim to maximize service coverage within the defined LaSalle service
area to serve as many residents and workers within a short walk as possible, but equally important
is also to minimize the time while on the bus by providing a more direct route with fewer route
jogs and deviations.
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Potential to grow services alongside momentum with Windsor
As a result of the fiscal realities of many municipalities in southwestern Ontario, resources that
support transit services have been fairly constrained in the past decade, including services in
Windsor. Transit Windsor services (notably those services serving south Windsor) remain fairly
limited. While there has been some recent positive momentum for reinvesting in transit and
community building, LaSalle’s services particularly in the short term need to align with the levels
of service Transit Windsor provides. As service ridership levels grow over time, services should be
improved from both agencies to meet community needs.
Provide fast service and connect to the major destinations
The proposed service should be planned in a manner that allows transit to be competitive with
the automobile; this means that services need to connect directly to main destinations not only at
St Clair College, but to other areas including Devonshire Mall and University of Windsor. Services
should also be operated more frequently so as to make it more attractive for people to take
transit and give up their automobile.
Connect at familiar transfer locations
The main transfer point for the new service should be at a location that is familiar to Town
residents and workers. For instance, St Clair College is a familiar place only for current and former
college students. However, Devonshire Mall, for instance, is a much more familiar location for
LaSalle residents and workers.
Integrate fare policies with Windsor
Participants recognized that the new LaSalle service would be planned, funded, and governed by
the Town. As a result, LaSalle would establish the parameters of its own service as well as fare
policies. Given the Town’s close proximity and the close travel linkages with destinations in
Windsor, the Town should work to integrate fare policies whereby a LaSalle resident does not
have to pay two fares for using services provided by LaSalle and Transit Windsor.
Need for schedule coordination with connecting routes
LaSalle residents and workers are likely to be travelling to destinations in Windsor and would need
to transfer onto Transit Windsor services. Thus, wherever possible the scheduled arrival and
departure times of LaSalle’s service should be coordinated with Windsor services so that there is
minimal transfer waiting times.
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4

Detailed service design
This chapter provides additional information on the recommended service for start-up. With
consideration of community input on the preferred service concept and evaluation (described in
Chapter 3), the study team recognizes the need to develop a service that:





Minimizes walking time to stops while also minimizing in-bus travel times
Reduces transfer waiting times when connecting between routes
Matches with the levels of service being provided by connecting routes in Windsor
Makes it easy for passengers to navigate through major transfer hub areas and connect
between routes

Based on these directions, Option 2 is the recommended choice for start-up Quick Start service.
The study team recognizes that the recommended Quick Start service concept may not satisfy all
the travel markets within the community. However, it is intended to be a first stage to initiate a
new transit service, build ridership levels, and demonstrate momentum with improving transit
travel in the greater Windsor urban area. As ridership builds and as travel behaviour changes,
service improvements and new route connections should be implemented.
The following sections describe the detailed service designs and financial implications for the
recommended Quick Start service.

4.1

Recommended Quick Start service
Figure 4.1 illustrates the recommended Quick Start route map and service description.
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Figure 4.1: Map of the recommended Quick Start route

Service parameter
Proposed service frequency (mins)
Proposed service span
4.1.1

Service description
Every 45 minutes
Monday to Friday 7 am to 7pm

Financial implications
In creating a new transit service, there are two main types of costs: capital (vehicle purchasing and
other set-up costs) and operational (ongoing costs such as driver salaries, fuel, and vehicle
maintenance).
Capital costs
The implications of a transit service depends on whether the Town of LaSalle operates the system
itself, or contracts a third party (such as Transit Windsor or a private company) to operate the
system. Given the small scale of the transit system and the experience of other municipalities, it is
recommended that transit service be contracted to a third party.
The cost of vehicles forms almost all the capital costs of a new transit system. Similar to
contracting out the operations of the transit service (i.e. driving the vehicle), many municipalities
also include the procurement, maintenance, and storage of the vehicles. Consistent with our
recommendations to contract out the operations of the service to a third party, it is assumed that
the Town would not pay the full capital cost upfront. Instead, it is likely it would be charged a fee
equal to the amortization of the vehicle’s cost. Given a purchase price of $500,000 per standard
40-foot vehicle and a 12-year lifespan, the cost of the two vehicles needed to operate the base
service would be approximately $100,000 per year, with interest charges considered.
Operational costs
Based on the experience of similar transit systems, it is expected the operational costs will be $80
per service hour. This includes driver salaries, fuel, tires, and distance-based vehicle maintenance.
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The base service would see about 6,000 hours of service per year, for an operational cost of
$480,000 per year.
4.1.2

Schedule coordination
The evaluation process assumed a headway of 45 minutes, which required two vehicles. However,
as the base service has a round trip time of 84 minutes, the headway could be between 42 and 84
minutes, and still require two vehicles.
In general, it is best to keep the headway as low as possible (within constraint of the number of
vehicles). This maximizes service frequency (and hence tends to maximize ridership) and
minimizes ‘dead time’ between the end of one run and the start of the next.
However, the proposed base service does not exist in isolation. The route serves St Clair College in
order to connect to Transit Windsor’s services. There are three Transit Windsor services at St Clair
College, detailed in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Transit Windsor route at St Clair College

Route

Service span

Headway

Notes

5 DOMINION

7am – 8pm

25 minutes

Terminates at St Clair College

6 DOUGALL

6am – 10pm

40 minutes

Terminates at St Clair College

7 SOUTH WINDSOR

7am – 8pm

50 minutes

If the headway of the Quick Start was increased to 50 minutes, then it could potentially be
scheduled to meet every other 5 DOMINION departure from St Clair College, and every 7 SOUTH
WINDSOR departure.
However, the schedules of 5 DOMINION and 7 SOUTH WINDSOR are not well-coordinated; with
westbound and eastbound services on 7 SOUTH WINDSOR leaving St Clair College 8 and 12 minutes
after a 5 DOMINION service departs, respectively. This means that is the Quick Start was scheduled
to arrive at St Clair College five minutes before a 5 DOMINION departure, then passengers would
have to wait 13 and 15 minutes for westbound and eastbound services on 7 SOUTH WINDSOR,
respectively. The Town would need to work closely with Transit Windsor to make minor schedule
adjustments to accommodate these transfers. In addition, LaSalle and Transit Windsor must also
consider the ability to coordinate scheduled transfers between the recommended Quick Start
service and 7 SOUTH WINDSOR towards the CACC Terminal, to accommodate students travelling to
the University of Windsor.
Providing consistent connections with 6 DOUGALL would require that the recommended service
headway be increased to 80 minutes, to connect with every other 6 DOUGALL service. This would
result in a substantially worse service than the 45 minutes assumed in the evaluation. This would
significantly decrease ridership. Alternatively, the base service headway could be improved to 40
minutes by shortening the route and reducing the two-way runtime to no more than 40 minutes.
However, this would reduce coverage, or require a radically different route. Alternatively, an
additional bus could be added to the route to allow for a 40-minute frequency, however, this
would not be a very cost-effective solution.
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Overall, it is recommended that the base service should still run at 50-minute frequency. Transit
Windsor should be asked about whether it possible to slightly alter the schedules of 5 DOMINION
and/or 7 SOUTH WINDSOR to optimize the ease of connections.
4.1.3

Malden Town Centre transfers
The design of the route nominally allows customers to transfer between westbound and
eastbound services at Malden Town Centre. This means that passengers could travel from the
southwest to northwest without going via St Clair College.
The base service would pass Malden Town Centre westbound 22 minutes after departing St Clair
College, and eastbound 61 minutes after departing St Clair College. This would therefore be 11
minutes before the next westbound service (72 minutes after the first service St. Clair College).
This is a reasonable and robust amount of time for a scheduled transfer.

4.2

Potential future service
The recommended Quick Start service is intended to provide an appropriate base service that can
help provide greater travel options for residents and workers, while maintaining costeffectiveness. However, there are number of potential enhancements to the recommended
service that could expand the market for transit and increase ridership in the future. This section
discusses the potential enhancements, their costs and benefits, and their order for prioritization.

4.2.1

Devonshire Mall
Devonshire Mall is a major commercial node in Windsor. It offers connections to routes 1A
TRANSWAY and 14 PARENT, which both serve central and downtown Windsor.
Extending base service to Devonshire Mall would increase the (two-way) route length from 34.8 to
44.6 km. It would also increases the number of buses required from two to three, with annual
service hours (and hence operating costs) would increasing in line with the number of vehicles.
Annual vehicle costs would increase from $100,000/year to $150,000/year.
Connecting to the Devonshire Mall is expected to increase ridership by about 15 percent to 25
percent compared with the base service, with a 20 percent increase has been used for the
purposes of this assessment.

4.2.2

Higher peak frequency
Higher peak service frequencies would involve doubling the service frequency in the AM peak
period (7-9am) and PM peak period (4-7pm). This would require two additional buses, each of
which would operate five service hours per day. Daily service hours would therefore increase from
24 to 34 hours, with operating costs increasing proportionally. Annual vehicle costs would
increase from $100,000 to $200,000 per year.
It has been assumed the peak period ridership would increase by 50 percent compared with the
base service, and that the off-peak ridership would be the same as the base service.

4.2.3

Weekday evening service
Weekday evening service would extend the service span from 12 hours per day (7am-7pm) to 16
hours per day (7am-10pm). Annual service hours (and hence operating costs) would
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proportionately. There would no additional vehicles required, and hence no change in annual
vehicle costs.
The Transport Association of Canada’s Design and Implementation of Transit Services: Guidelines
for Smaller Communities contains information about how service span affects potential transit
demand. In particular, it shows that a service of 7am-7pm potentially serves 80 percent of trips in
a community, and a service of 7am-10pm potentially serves 91 percent of trips. This equates to 14
percent increase, and so the ridership forecast is 14 percent higher than for the recommended
Quick Start service.
4.2.4

Saturday service
Extending the recommended service to Saturdays (with the same service span) would increase
service hours and operating costs by 20 percent. There would no additional vehicles required.
There would no additional vehicles required, and hence no change in annual vehicle costs.
Ridership on Saturday has been assumed to be 55 percent of ridership on a weekday, based on
ridership data from Tecumseh Transit.

4.2.5

Summary and priority for future consideration
Table 4.2 summarizes the service hours, operating costs and ridership for the base service and
four potential future enhancements.
Table 4.2: Potential future service costs and ridership

Potential future
enhancement

Service hours

Annual gross
cost

Annual net cost
to municipality

Ridership

Recommended Quickstart Start-up service

6,048

$584,000

$373,000

58,000

Extend to Devonshire
Mall

9,072
(+3,024)

$876,000
(+$292,000)

$630,000
(+$256,000)

70,000
(+12,000)

Higher peak frequency

8,648
(+2,600)

$792,000
(+$208,000)

$549,000
(+$175,000)

59,000
(+1,000)

Provide weekday
evening service

8,128
(+2,080)

$750,000
(+$166,000)

$505,000
(+$132,000)

66,000
(+8,000)

Provide Saturday
daytime service

7,296
(+1,248)

$684,000
(+$100,000)

$440,000
(+$67,000)

59,000
(+1,000)

The extension to Devonshire Mall attracts the highest number of trips, and requires only one
additional vehicle. It provides direct service to a major destination (the mall itself), and creates
connections to two additional Transit Windsor services (1A TRANSWAY and 14 PARENT), facilitating
travel between LaSalle and Windsor. For these reasons, this enhancement has the highest priority
for future consideration.
The other three enhancements all produce roughly the same ridership increase, but with very
different capital and operating costs. Neither evening service nor Saturday service require
additional vehicles. Both expand the potential market for transit. Evening service enables trips
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that start during the day and return during the evening, as well trips that start and end in the
evening. Saturday service helps support the non-commute market, as well trips by those working
weekends (for example, in the service sector). For these reasons, it is recommended that these
two enhancements be given equal priority for future consideration, with a choice made after the
service has become established.
Higher peak frequency requires two additional vehicles, and it is not expected to generate a
significant increase in riders. Because of the low frequencies of some Transit Windsor service at St
Clair College, the benefits to LaSalle customers are fairly low. For these reasons, this enhancement
should have lowest priority for future consideration.
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5

AODA and specialized transit
The Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA) is a critical piece of legislation that aims
to make the Ontario fully accessible for all residents by 2025. As part of this process, AODA
requires development of enforceable standards pertaining to many aspects of daily life, including
transportation and mobility—which are described below.
Provision of specialized transit service
AODA requires that municipalities provide a parallel specialized origin-to-destination transit
service in areas where conventional fixed-route transit is provided. The Town of LaSalle already
has a contract with Windsor’s Handi-Transit service to provide mobility options for people with
disabilities—thus this requirement has already been fulfilled. Because Handi-Transit also provides
service within the Windsor service area, there is no need to develop specific processes to
coordinate with other specialized transit providers in adjacent area.
Fare parity
A key AODA requirement is related to fare parity between conventional and specialized transit
services. Fares for using specialized transit services should not be higher than the conventional
service in the same operating area. Handi-Transit charges the same fares as Transit Windsor, in
line with AODA requirements that prohibit specialized transit services from charging a higher fare
than conventional transit. However, if transit services in LaSalle charge lower fares than Transit
Windsor, then Handi-Transit may need to be adjusted accordingly. This would adjustment applies
for both trips within LaSalle, and for trips between LaSalle and Windsor.
Span of service
Standards under AODA identify that specialized transit service must be available—at a minimum—
at the same span of service as conventional service. Given that Handi-Transit provides service
beyond the service span recommended under the Quick Start service (7 am and 7 pm, Monday to
Friday), the proposed service meets the requirements under AODA.
Potential for current specialized transit users to use conventional transit service
The provision of conventional transit services may result in some existing specialized transit users
(those who are able to comfortably walk to and from their stop) in LaSalle switching to
conventional transit. This will tend to reduce costs, as specialized transit typically has a much
higher subsidy per passenger than conventional transit.
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6

Fare policies
This chapter provides information about existing fare policy in Windsor and Tecumseh, examines
options for integrating fares between LaSalle’s transit services and Transit Windsor, and describes
the recommended fare strategy.

6.1

Existing fare policies in Windsor and Tecumseh
Both Transit Windsor and Tecumseh Transit operate flat fare structures throughout their
municipal service areas. Transit Windsor also operates a premium service outside its municipal
service area serving selected destinations in Detroit through the Detroit-Windsor Tunnel. HandiTransit provides specialized transit service for the Windsor municipal service area.

6.1.1

Fare categories
Transit Windsor fares include the following fare categories:




Adult – full cash fare,
U-Pass/ Post-Secondary Student / Student / Senior / Affordable Pass Holder – cash fare
same as adult; tickets and monthly passes less than adult equivalent
Accompanying Child / Veterans / Blind Person – free

The ‘U-Pass’ arises from an agreement between Transit Windsor and the undergraduate and
graduate student associations of the University of Windsor. All registered undergraduate and
graduate students pay for a reduced price unlimited universal travel transit pass (U-Pass) on all
Transit Windsor services. Students that reside in LaSalle are able to opt-out of participation in the
U-Pass program.
Tecumseh Transit offers the following fare categories:




Adult: full cash fare,
Student / Senior: discounted cash fares; tickets and monthly passes less than adult equivalent
Veterans / Blind Person: free

Handi-Transit has the same cash fares as Transit Windsor, but does not accept other Transit
Windsor fare products. By January 1, 2017, Handi-Transit will need to accept all Transit Windsor
fare products to become AODA-compliant.
6.1.2

Fare integration policies
Transit Windsor and Tecumseh Transit have a ‘one-direction’ fare integration. Transit Windsor
passengers transferring to Tecumseh Transit are able to ride Tecumseh Transit for free. However,
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a full Transit Windsor is charged to passengers transferring from Tecumseh Transit to Transit
Windsor.

6.2

Recommended fare strategy

6.2.1

Fare categories and prices
It is recommended that the Town’s cash fare be $2.75, in line with Transit Windsor, but higher
than Tecumseh’s cash fare (at $2.00). While LaSalle shares similar spatial relationships as
Tecumseh (both communities are adjacent and share close travel linkages with Windsor), there
are a number of factors leading to why LaSalle’s fare should be higher than Tecumseh:







LaSalle’s planned service will operate more frequently than Tecumseh’s existing service
LaSalle’s planned service offers a more direct local route connecting to a transit hub in
Windsor, compared to Tecumseh’s service which operates more as a ‘community bus’ service
with a more indirect route
LaSalle’s recommended two-way fare integration with Transit Windsor offers a lower fare
overall, compared to Tecumseh’s one-way fare integration model (as discussed in Section
6.2.2)
LaSalle has a higher median household income compared with Tecumseh and will have a
greater level of purchasing power

As discussed in Section 5, the fare parity requirement under AODA states the need for the
specialized transit fare be the same as the conventional fare for the equivalent trip. By
establishing a $2.75 cash fare for the proposed LaSalle service, it would remain consistent with the
fares to be charged by Handi-Transit.
It is also recommended that the definitions of any user categories (e.g. Adult, Child, Student,
Senior) in LaSalle’s transit services be consistent with Transit Windsor’s definitions. The same
transfer validity period should be used. This will reduce potential confusion for passengers using
both services, and facilitate fare integration efforts.
Table 6.1 shows the recommended user categories, their definitions, and how the prices of the
various fares are calculated from the adult cash fare. The ticket price has been slightly adjusted
from the discount rate to provide an easy-to-pay amount for multiple tickets.
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Table 6.1: Recommended fare categories

User class

Adult

Student

Senior

Child

Definition

All other
passengers

Age 5-18 / in fulltime education

Age over 60

Age under 5

Cash fare

$2.75

Same as adult

Same as adult

Free

$14 for 6
($2.33 each)

$11 for 6
($1.83 each)

$11 for 6
($1.83 each)

N/A

$85.00

$60.00

$45.00

N/A

Ticket price
Monthly pass price

Based on the recommended fare integration structure between LaSalle’s services and Transit
Windsor services, the monthly passes will not be valid on Transit Windsor services. This is because
Transit Windsor would collect no fare revenue on trips to or from Windsor, unlike when cash and
ticket fares are used. Transit users travelling every day would use LaSalle’s tickets when travelling
from LaSalle to Windsor, and Transit Windsor tickets when travelling from Windsor to LaSalle.
6.2.2

Fare integration with Transit Windsor
As discussed in Section 3.2, feedback from the Public Information Centre identified the need to
work closely with the City of Windsor to integrate fares between the two municipalities. Given the
close proximity and the close travel linkages between the two jurisdictions, it is recommended
that fare arrangements be established where a LaSalle resident does not have to pay two fares for
using services funded by LaSalle and Transit Windsor.
A double fare create a disincentive for riders to use the service and creates a level of fare
inequity—whereby a person travelling a short distance across a municipal border (i.e. Windsor
Crossing to the Walker Road commercial area) costs more than a person travelling a longer
distance within Windsor (i.e. University of Windsor to Tecumseh Mall).
The recommended fare integration model would allow passengers to transfer between LaSalle
and Transit Windsor’s services for free. Figure 6.1 illustrates how concepts would operate without
fare integration (left) and with fare integration (right).
Figure 6.1 Fare concepts without and with fare integration

Without fare integration

With fare integration (Recommended)

The City of Windsor would need to approve free transfers for the other direction. There has been
willingness from Transit Windsor to consider such a free transfer policy, subject to Council
approval.
There is a benefit to both LaSalle and to Transit Windsor in working towards fare integration.
LaSalle benefits from being able to promote greater levels of ridership, while Transit Windsor
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would still receive a portion of new ridership revenue. Figure 6.2 illustrates how each agency
would receive fare revenues from a cross-boundary journey. Riders starting in LaSalle and
transfering to another route in Windsor would pay the fare in a LaSalle vehicle (LaSalle would
receive revenues for that fare) and would receive a transfer slip to continue their journey for free
on a Transit Windsor service. Since passengers are likely to be making the parallel journey back
home, they would then board a Transit Windsor bus (Windsor would receive revenues for that
fare), obtain a transfer slip to continue for free on a LaSalle service.
Figure 6.2 Fare collection arrangements under the recommended fare integration concept

Without LaSalle’s transit service and the fare integration structure, it is unlikely such travellers
would use Transit Windsor services altogether. Consequently, Transit Windsor would see an
increase in revenue, even with free transfers. It is also unlikely the additional demand would
trigger increases in service levels and hence costs.
6.2.3

Fare collection technology
To minimize the capital and operating costs of the proposed system, it is recommended that
LaSalle Transit implement a manual fare collection system at launch with a manual drop farebox
on each vehicle that will collect cash fares (coins and bills) and paper tickets. Timed paper tear
transfers will be issued by bus operators on request to passengers transferring onto Transit
Windsor service. Bus operators would visually validate period passes and Transit Windsor
transfers.
Paper tickets, transfers and passes will include typical paper-based fare media security provisions.
Tickets and passes will be available for sale at City-owned facilities and at potentially selected
retail sales agents.
Transit Windsor is working towards a smartcard system for its fares. It is recommended that the
Town investigate potential ways to include its transit service in any such system. It should also
discuss with Transit Windsor the possibility of including support for LaSalle’s services in the
specification for the system. If Transit Windsor operates LaSalle’s services, then the need for
appropriate coordination is increased.
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6.2.4

U-pass considerations
The current agreement for the Transit Windsor U-Pass would not provide free travel for U-Pass
holders on LaSalle’s transit services. This would mean students living in LaSalle would have to pay
a LaSalle fare when they travelled to the university. If there was no free transfer agreement
between LaSalle and Transit Windsor, then would also have to a LaSalle fare when they travelled
home.
The Town could decide to unilaterally allow free travel for holders of Transit Windsor U-Pass.
However, this would mean forgoing revenue. The recommended approach would be to negotiate
with the student associations to receive a portion of the U-Pass fees charged to students. This
could be based on the proportion of students living in LaSalle.
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7

Implementation strategy

7.1

Marketing and promotion roadmap
Marketing a new or existing transit service is a crucial way to help build awareness of a transit
agency’s services. This awareness needs to go beyond the simple existence of transit, and include
awareness of the journey opportunities enabled by transit services. This need is particularly strong
with new transit services, as potential users have no existing users as a source of information.
Marketing covers a broader range of actives than advertising, and this section outlines the
recommended activities that should be undertaken to support the initial uptake in ridership
activity.

7.1.1

Community outreach
Outreach activities can include information booths at local events or major trip attractors (such as
at local schools, community centres, libraries, local shopping areas). These locations will be visited
by a broad cross-section of the public, minimizing the chance that a particular group is missed out.
Visibility and outreach at notable local events (e.g. Craft Beer Festival, Strawberry Festival, LaSalle
Vipers games, summer concerts) are also important activities to increase general awareness for
the service, provide an opportunity to inform the public about the details of the proposed service,
and empower them to use the new services confidently.

7.1.2

Customer information provision
Effective information provision is a key way for converting interest in using transit into actual use.
Well-presented information should easily available and cover:






Mapping, including connections to key destination and Transit Windsor services
Fares, including user category definitions and how any integration with Transit Windsor
services works
Locations selling tickets/passes
Service span and schedules
Customer service contact information

The information should be available online, and through pamphlets at places that provide
community information. These include the Civic Centre, shopping centres, and community
centres. Ideally, suitable details should also be integrated in Transit Windsor’s information.
Information can also be combined into a ‘welcome package’ distributed to households or
newcomers to LaSalle.
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7.1.3

Start-up fare incentive program
A popular marketing activity when a new transit service starts is to provide free use of the system.
It is recommended that that the first two months of the new service to be provided for free. This
minimizes the barriers to trying the new service, at a time when people are most likely to change
their travel behaviour. A number of agencies have offered temporary transit services for free to
entice passengers to use the service. For instance, a labour dispute at York Region Transit
disrupted transit services for a portion of its network for more than three months. After the
labour dispute, the Region offered services without a fare as a means to encourage passengers to
return and use the system.

7.2

Organizational plan
Given the small scale of the transit system and the experience of other municipalities with similar
systems, it is recommended that transit service will be contracted by a third party—which could
include Transit Windsor or a private contractor. As discussed in Section 4.1.1, third party
contractor would be responsible for operating and maintaining the buses.
With staff requirements for operating and maintaining vehicles covered by the third party
contractor, minimal administrative staff will be required to manage the day-to-day operations of
the system. The following staffing requirements have been incorporated into the financial plan:




7.3

Transit planner and coordinator
o Responsible for monitoring services (e.g. ridership levels, on-time performance,
and managing contractual matters)
o Assumes a 0.5 Full Time Equivalent at $80,000 (equating to $40,000 per year)
Customer service representative
o Responsible for fielding customer questions by telephone and in person related to
transit and selling fare media
o Assumes that existing functions for Town customer service information at the
Civic Centre and at Vollmer Centre will also be able to manage feedback and
queries related to transit services
o Assumes a 0.5 Full Time Equivalent at $60,000 (equating to $30,000 per year)

Implementation plan
Table 7.1 lists the activities required to implement transit service.
Table 7.1: Implementation activities

Activity

Notes

Approval of recommended service by
Council

Approval of the recommended business plan will
initiate further work in implementing the proposed
service.

Develop performance requirements, and
monitoring plan

Performance requirements will become part of the
procurement process. The contactor will be working
with Town staff to ensure that performance
measures are met.
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Activity

Notes

Obtain public vehicle licence

LaSalle has jurisdiction to operate a public transit
service within its borders. However, it will need to
obtain a public vehicle license from the Ministry of
Transportation to operate a service into Windsor.

Plan for increased transit operations at St
Clair College

Work with Transit Windsor and St Clair College to
permit LaSalle services to enter campus premises,
ensure bus bay availability, and offer washroom
amenities for drivers.

Procure operator and sign contract (may
require Council approval)

Undertake contractual processes and negotiations
for a third party to operate the proposed transit
service.

Develop bus stop location and
implementation plan

Plan the location of bus stops in LaSalle, design the
stop concepts (e.g. concrete pad, bus stop poles, and
shelters at select location), and install/construct
planned amenities.

Develop customer service materials

Develop transit service materials (e.g. maps,
schedules, fare information, basics on how to use
the service), publish information in print at major
local destinations as well as on the Town’s website.

Develop fare media materials

Design and produce fare media (e.g. tickets and
monthly passes) for sale.

Conduct staff training

Train customer service staff to be able to answer
questions related to the new transit service, and
ensure Transit Windsor’s customer service staff are
also able to answer questions as well.

Undertake pre-launch marketing

Undertake marketing and outreach activities at
community events, neighbourhood centres, high
schools, post-secondary facilities, and major
commercial nodes.

Launch service

Begin operation of the new service.

Monitor and report on the performance
of the service

Monitor the service on an ongoing basis—however,
undertake more rigorous monitoring at start of
service, tapering down as service becomes
established.
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8

Financial plan
This chapter presents the financial plan, which covers capital and operating costs for the first five
years of operating the start-up. It includes descriptions about how fare revenue has been
calculated, and how funding from the Province’s gas tax program would help defray the costs of
operating a transit service.

8.1

Fare revenue
It is recommended that the Town’s cash fare be $2.75—however this does not mean the Town
would receive the full fare for each boarding. This is because other user groups (such as seniors)
and fare types (such as tickets) have lower fares. Passes will also offer a lower cost per ride. At the
time of analysis, Transit Windsor’s revenue per passenger is $1.92, and to Tecumseh Transit’s
revenue per passenger is $1.00. For purpose of this analysis, it is assumed that LaSalle’s transit
services would receive $1.51 for each passenger.
Given the forecast ridership ranging from 53,000 to 60,000 in Years 1 and 3 respectively, it is
therefore expected that fare revenue will contribute approximately $80,000 to $91,000 per year.

8.2

Provincial gas tax
The Province of Ontario operates a program whereby a portion (2 cents per litre) of its gasoline
tax revenues are given to municipalities operating transit. The amount provided is based on the
number of trips on the transit system, and the population of the municipality it serves.
For the 2014-15 financial year, based on a direct of population and ridership, the amounts
provided were as follows:



$0.27 per passenger trip (based on CUTA statistics)
$7.94 per person residing in the municipality that municipal transit services were provided
(based on figures from Ministry of Finance)

Given the funding formula and the forecast number of passengers, the Town could receive
between $254,000 and $261,000 annually for the first three of the service.
The gas tax program stipulates that no matter what the amount generated based on the above
formula, the total amount provided under the program is capped at 75% of municipal spending in
the previous year. Based on the calculated net expenditures for the first three years, the Town’s
expected spending on transit would be high enough for LaSalle’s allocation to not be capped.
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Existing specialized transit
Currently, specialized transit services in LaSalle receive some funding under the gas tax program-$71,000 and $59,000 in 2014 and 2015 respectively. Because the amount available to LaSalle for
all transit services is fixed, and that the Town’s planned spending on conventional services also
already not capped, the projected $254,000 and $261,000 in anticipated gas tax revenues for the
first three years of service would not be in addition to funds provided to the town previously.

8.3

Other financial assumptions
Bus stop infrastructure
A detailed bus stop location assessment was not undertaken as part of this business plan.
However, for a local transit service similar to the one being proposed for the Town, it is assumed
that bus stops be located every 500 metres of the proposed route. This equates to approximately
60 stops. As a minimum, these 60 bus stops will include the installation of a concrete pad along
with a bus pole, at an assumed cost of $5,000 for each stop. Additionally, it is assumed that 10
percent of those stops will include the installation of a transit shelter, at a cost of $15,000 each.
Thus, in total, the up-front capital costs of bus stop infrastructure equates to $390,000.
Marketing costs
As discussed in Section 7.1, a number of marketing activities were identified to help build
awareness of a transit agency’s services and support the initial uptake in ridership activity. An
ongoing $15,000 per year is allocated to support the development and update of customer service
information, as well as undertaking ongoing community outreach events. For the first year,
however, an additional $25,000 is included to support the initial development of customer service
information and fare media, as well as the recommended start-up fare incentive program for the
first two months.
Administrative costs
As discussed in Section 7.2, two partial positions are recommended in managing the day-to-day
affairs of the proposed transit service. The financial implications of the two positions are outline
below:



8.4

Transit planner and coordinator – Assumes a 0.5 Full Time Equivalent at $80,000
(equating to $40,000 per year)
Customer service representative – Assumes a 0.5 Full Time Equivalent at $60,000
(equating to $30,000 per year)

Financial plan table
Bringing all the assumptions together, Figure 8.1 summarizes the financial implications (in
constant 2016 dollars) of the proposed service for the first three years of service.
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Figure 8.1 Summary of financial plan figures (in constant 2016 dollars)
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Operating costs
Contractor costs

$584,000

$584,000

$584,000

Administrative costs

70,000

70,000

70,000

Marketing costs

40,000

15,000

15,000

390,000

0

0

Capital costs
Stops infrastructure
Revenues
Fare revenue

80,000

88,000

91,000

Provincial gas tax

254,000*

258,000*

261,000*

Total net costs

$750,000

$323,000

$317,000

* Figures show the estimated total provincial gas tax allocation to LaSalle, including the amount that would be used to
fund existing specialized transit service.
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